
Certified Vulnerability Assessor

Modality: On Demand

Duration: 3 Hours

About this course: 

Here is a quick look at Vulnerability Assessor. Vulnerability assessor analyzes and searches any
potential mistakes in frameworks or applications so organizations can make enhancements to their
security frameworks. This certification course of intermediate-level assists understudies with
understanding the significance of vulnerability assessments by giving complicated information and
aptitudes in the Vulnerability Assessment field. The course of Certified Vulnerability Assessor gives
basic information on general tools of VA and also famous misuses an engineer of IT ought to be
acquainted with. This is a certification course that is a principal cybersecurity course that aims around
vulnerability assessments. The course of Certified Vulnerability Assessor targets fundamental data,
for example, the significance of a Vulnerability Assessment and how it can enable a specialist to
forestall genuine break-ins to your association. The real motivation behind this accreditation course is
to set up the understudies for the exam of CVA - Certification.

The normal compensation for Certified Vulnerability Assessor is $63,000 every year.

Course Objective: 

Take out difficult errands in discovering vulnerabilities by utilizing preset apparatuses, as
Nessus.
Identify any essential imperfections in frameworks that could permit access to cyber intruders.
Describe and compose a vulnerability assessment
Utilize the strategies of hands-on and creative to produce false discrepancies and
vulnerabilities.
Execute a database of vulnerability assessment.
Lead training and instruction for system administrators
For metric reasons, keep up with any system vulnerabilities over a period of time
Why Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability Types
Assessing the Network
Assessing Web Servers and Applications
Assessing Remote and VPN Services
Vulnerability Assessment Tools of the Trade
Output Analysis

Audience: 

This course is designed for:

Analysts
Information System Owners
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Cyber Security Managers
Ethical Hackers

Prerequisites:

Basic networking understanding

Suggested prerequisites courses:  

Software Defined Networking Fundamentals - LFS265

Linux Networking and Administration - LFS211

Course Outline:

Course Introduction
Module 01 - Why Vulnerability Assessment
Module 02 - Vulnerability Types
Module 03 - Assessing the Network
Module 04 - Assessing Web Servers and Applications
Module 05 - Assessing Remote and VPN Services
Module 06 - Vulnerability Assessment Tools of the Trade
Module 07 - Output Analysis
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